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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective of this study was to estimate the net economic

value (net willingness to pay) of stream and lake anglers in

Montana. A regional Travel Cost Model (TCM) was used to

statistically derive a demand equation from survey data

collected from stream and lake anglers during the fall of 1985.

The regional TCM approach is recommended by the Water

Resources Council (1979, 1983) and the U.S. Department of

Interior (1986) as one of the two preferred techniques for

estimating recreational benefits. In addition, a number of

Federal agencies are required by the Water Resource Council and

U.S. Department of Interior to use the concept of net economic

value when evaluating Federal agency actions.

The TCM method uses the distance traveled as a measure of

price and the number of trips taken from a given origin to a

particular site as a measure of quality to trace out a demand

curve for the recreation site. The resulting demand equation is

used to calculate the additional amount anglers would be willing

to pay, over and above their travel costs, to have the

opportunity to fish at the site in question.

The state average net economic value for lake fishing is $89

per trip. For streams, the value is $113 per trip. This means

an angler would be willing to pay $89 and $113 more per trip to

have the opportunity to fish lakes or streams, respectively. On

a per-day basis, the net economic value for lake fishing is $70

and $102 for stream fishing. Converting these values to a Forest
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Service Recreation Visitor Day (RUD) yields a value of $280 for

stream fishing and $342 for lake fishing. The annual aggregate

value of Montana's stream and lake fishing is $122 million and

$93 million, respectively. Net economic values are also derived

on a site-specific basis.

Angler expenditure data collected in the same survey

indicates a typical resident angler spent $48 per trip and a

typical nonresident angler spent $360 per trip in Montana.

Overall, a typical angler fishing in Montana spent $91.60 per

trip.

The net economic values presented in this paper are the

appropriate values to use in benefit/cost analysis or where

economic efficiency decisions (i.e. forest or range planning) are

being made. If the annual values of stream and lake fishing are

put into net present value, they can be used in trade-off

analysis with marketed resources such as timber, coal, or

grazing. For example, the present value of the net willingness

to pay values for stream fishing are conceptually comparable to

stumpage prices.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of Research

The objective of this research is to statistically estimate

the net economic value (net willingness to pay) for fishing in

Montana using a survey of Montana anglers. The fishing benefit

estimates are derived from a regional (multi-site) TCM demand

equation. A secondary objective was to collect data on resident

and nonresident angler expenditures

This study does not quantify the entire "Total Economic

Value" of fisheries resources in Montana. Many people besides

current anglers derive economic benefits from knowing Montana's

fisheries resources and associated aquatic habitats exist (i.e.

existence value) or knowing that these resources exist for future

generations (i.e. bequest value). In addition, many non-current

anglers would be willing to pay to maintain the opportunity to

fish in Montana in the future (i.e. option value).

Research by Walsh et al . (1985) indicates that for large

scale, irreversible changes (e.g. damming, dewatering, etc.) to

rivers that these options, existence and bequest values,

represent 80% of the total economic value of these resources.

Thus, recreation reflects only about 20% of the total economic

value. However, for many management actions which result in

relatively small changes in fish populations or fish habitats,

most of the economic effects are limited to anglers. Therefore,



these angler values are of primary interest for evaluation of

many land management actions associated with National Forest

Plans, timber sales, and Bureau of Land Management resource

management plans

.

Definition of Benefits

Many Federal agencies are required by U.S. Water Resources

Council Principles and Guildelines (1983) to use of net

willingness to pay (e.g., net economic value) as a measure of

value in Benefit Cost Analysis or evaluation of Federal actions.

For example, the U.S. Forest Service uses net economic value in

its FORPLAN analysis of Forest Plans. When performing natural

resource damage assessments, U.S. Department of Interior

regulations require calculation of economic values lost to

society be measured in terms of net willingess to pay (U.S.

Department of Interior, 1986). Use of net willingness to pay is

also recommended in textbooks on Benefit Cost Analysis [Sassone

and Schaffer, 1978; Just, Hueth and Schmitz (1982)]. Net

willingness to pay reflects the direct benefits to the users and

the net benefits to society. By contrast, expenditures are

actually costs to the users and society but may reflect gains in

local income and employment. Expenditures, when translated to

local value added, is useful to evaluate local economic impacts.

Expenditures are used by the U.S. Forest Service in the IMPLAN

analysis of Forest Plans.



SPECIFICS OF RECREATION DEMAND AND BENEFIT ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY

Methodology

The method employed in this study is a regional Travel Cost

Method. This approach is recommended by the U.S. Water Resource

Council (1979, 1983) as one of the two preferred techniques for

estimating recreation benefits. The method is one of the most

widely applied demand estimating techniques. TCM uses

observations of travel distance as a measure of price and trips

taken as a measure of quantity to statistically trace out a

demand equation. The resulting first stage or per capita demand

equation allows the analyst to calculate the additional amount

the recreationists would pay over and above their travel costs to

have access to the site for fishing. This calculation is made

using a "second stage" or site demand curve that relates added

distance or added travel cost to visitation. See Clawson and

Knetsch (1966), Dwyer, Kelly and Bowos (1977), or Sorg and Loomis

(1985) for a discussion of the basic TCM approach.

Estimating First Stage or Per Capita Demand Equation

The basic per capita or first stage TCM demand equation

estimated for stream and lake fishing as well as warmwater lake

fishing is given in Equation 1 as:

(1) (TRIPSij/POPi) = BO - Bl(RTDISTij) + B2(SUMTRTj)

+ B3(DEM0Gi) + B4(QUALj)+B5(SUBSik)
where

:

TRIPSij/POPi = Angler trips per capita from county i to site j.

RTDISTj^j = Round trip distance from angler's county of residence
i to the river or lake j

.



SUMTRTj = Total trout catch at river or lake j

.

DEMOGi = Demographics such as income, age, years fished, etc. of
anglers in county i.

QUALj = Quality of site j as reflected in measures such as
surface acres for lakes, accessibility as measured by
land ownership.

SUBSij^ = An index reflecting quality and location of substitute
fishing sites k available to county i.

When implementing this basic model, we used counties as

zones of origin for anglers living relatively near the site. We

used groups of counties for anglers visiting at greater distances

from the site to avoid recording zero visits from some

intermediate distance counties. For single destination, single

purpose anglers visiting from states not contiguous to Montana,

we used the entire state (and its population) as a zone of

origin.

Assumptions of the Travel Cost Method

Like any modeling effort, the TCM method has a few

assumptions . The critical assumptions in terms of estimation of

economic values are interpretation of travel cost as price paid

to visit the site and statistical requirements related to cost

estimating the demand function. These will each be discussed in

turn.

The reasonableness of the travel cost as price assumption

depends on two factors: multidestination trips and value of

travel time.

With respect to the first factor, for travel cost to be

considered the price paid to visit the site, such travel costs



must be incurred exclusively to gain access to the recreation

site. If the trip has many destinations, we cannot correctly

interpret all of the travel cost as a price paid for fishing at

any one particular site. To satisfy this assumption, we asked

the angler if this river or lake was their primary destination.

That is, would they have made the trip if fishing at this site

was not available. If they said they would still make the trip,

then this angler was excluded from the sample since their trip's

primary purpose was to visit another site or to engage in some

nonfishing activity (e.g. business). In other words, such trips

did not meet the assumption of single destination trips needed to

interpret travel cost as price of access to the site.

The issue of converting travel distances to a monetary price

involves accounting for two costs of travel: transportation cost

and opportunity cost of travel time. To convert distance to 1984

dollars, we used two measures of vehicle costs. One is the

variable costs of vehicle operation from the U.S. Department of

Transportation's "Cost of Owning and Operating a Vehicle-1984 .

"

This is not only a widely used source for operating costs but is

recommended by the U.S. Water Resources Council (1979, 1983) for

use in performing Travel Cost Method studies. However, the cost

per mile obtained from this report does not reflect the higher

vehicle operating costs associated with driving vehicles often

used for recreation, recreational road driving conditions, etc.

To account for this, we also calculated benefits using data on

reported trip expenditures in our sample. This approach will be



discussed in more detail later.

. Since time is scarce, time spent traveling has an

opportunity cost in terms of either foregone time fishing at the

recreation site or foregone time spent in other activities which

may be other recreation, leisure (sleeping, watching TV, reading,

etc.), or working. Long travel times act as a deterrent in

visiting more »distant sites, even to anglers with sufficiently

high income such that tranportation cost is not a factor. There

is empirical evidence that travel time is viewed as costly both

in the transportation planning literature (Cesario, 1976) and in

sport fishing (McConnell and Strand, 1981) . In the case of Rhode

Island saltwater sport anglers, comparison of the deterrent

effect of travel time and travel cost indicated that anglers

valued the time spent traveling at about 60% of their wage rate.

The value of time saved is recognized in highway benefit cost

studies as well. The U.S. Water Resources Council (1979, 1983)

relies on Cesario 's (1976) work and suggests using a value

between one- fourth and one-half the wage rate as a proxy for the

opportunity cost of time. It should be noted that the wage rate

is used solely as a proxy for opportunity cost of time in all

other activities, and it is used even if the angler would not

have been working. In this study, we used two approaches. The

standard time cost estimate is based on one-third of the average

wage rate for the value of travel time per the U.S. Water

Resources Council, 1983. Our reported time cost value is based

on our sample willingness to pay to shorten travel time. This



approach will be presented in a later section.

The other basic set of modeling assumptions relate to the

statistical method used to estimate the travel cost per capita

demand function: ordinary least squares regression. In any

statistical estimation that relies on ordinary least squares

regression, certain assumptions must be met for the regression

(slope) coefficients to have the desired properties of best

linear unbiased estimates. While most of the assumptions are met

when using cross section data such as is required in TCM, one

assumption is of particular concern: omitted variables. In

particular, if the omitted variable is strongly correlated with

the price variable, our estimates of net benefits may be over or

underestimated. Two explanatory variables that one often wishes

to include when performing TCM analyses are income and price-

quality of substitutes. In cases where these variables were

significant, they are included in the demand equations. When

such variables were not significant (in the particular forms

tried), they were not included in the final demand equations.

Another basic statistical assumption is that the variance of

the dependent variable is constant (homoscedasticity) . As

discussed below, a double log specification is used here to

minimize heteroscedasticity

.

Calculation of Benefits from the Per Capita Demand Equation

Once the per capita demand equation of the form in Equation

1 is estimated using ordinary least squares regression, benefits

can be calculated in several ways. First, the per capita curve



could be integrated for each zone of origin between the current

distance and the maximum distance that would drive visits to less

than one to calculate net willingness to pay for each zone. Site

benefits would be the population's weighted sum of each zone's

net willingness to pay. Alternatively, a "second stage" or site

demand curve relates total site visitation to increases in

distance (or travel costs) over and above the existing distance

(or cost) . The area under this site demand curve is net

willingness to pay. This second stage demand curve approach is

used in estimating lake fishing benefits since it is more

amenable to programming with LOTUS 123. The first stage approach

was used in estimating stream fishing benefits because of special

problems created by origins very close to a given site (as will

be discussed in more detail below) . The equivalence of these two

approaches has been demonstrated in the literature (Burt and

Brewer, 1971; Menz and Wilton, 1983). Figure 1 provides an

overview of the two step process illustrating the first stage and

second stage TCM demand curves

.
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DATA SOURCES

The data used to calculate net willingness to pay using the

Travel Cost Model was collected from two separate surveys

designed and administered by the Department of Fish, Wildlife and

Parks. (Survey questionnaires are displayed in Appendix A).

The Fisheries Survey is designed to estimate fishing

pressure on Montana ' s sport fishing waters . Questionnaires are

mailed out monthly to 1,500 fishing license holders. During

1985, this rate was increased to 3,000 surveys per month. From

May through October, 1,500 surveys were sent out every two weeks

to minimize recall bias. This method of sampling provides the

department with a snapshot of an angler's fishing activity during

the year. Approximately 36,000 surveys were mailed to resident

(92% of the sample) and nonresident (8% of the sample) fishermen.

Fifty-four percent (54%) or 19,271 surveys were returned.

Of the 19,271 surveys returned, 69% (13,287) responded that

they had not fished during the time period in question. The

remaining 31% (5,984) said they had fished during the time period

in question. They provided information on where they fished,

what they caught, and what they kept along with information on

the purpose of the trip, round trip distance, and whether they

had stayed overnight.

The data concerning the area fished and whether it was an

overnight trip was coded into ten (10) categories. These

categories, in conjunction with the responses to the purpose of

their trip to a particular site, determined if that particular

10



trip was a multipurpose and/or multiple site trip. If so, this

data was deleted from the file for the purposes of estimating

the Travel Cost Method demand function.

In addition to the annual Fisheries Survey, a supplemental

angler telephone survey was administered in September and October

of 1985. This survey provided detailed socio-economic (i.e. trip

expenditures, vehicle driven, travel time, income, age, etc.)

data on both resident and nonresident fishermen. A sample of two

thousand fishing license holders was drawn and interviewed. The

respondents were initially asked if they had fished in Montana

this year (1985), if the primary purpose of their most recent

fishing trip was to fish and if they fished just one lake, river,

or stream. Unless they answered yes to these questions, the

interview was ended.

The overall response rate for the supplemental angler survey

was seventy-five (75) percent. Resident fishermen comprised 80%

of the sample (1,600 out of 2,000) while 20% (400) were

nonresidents. Response ratio by residency was: Residents - 80%

(1284 out of 1600) and Nonresidents - 52% (207 out of 400).

The lower response rate for nonresidents can be attributed

to the tight screening questions since a large portion of the

nonresidents were on multipurpose trips.

These two data sets were then merged in a two-step

operation. Demographic data (age, income, etc.) was appended to

the Fisheries Survey on an origin basis. Origins were either

single or multiple counties or states. Site characteristics,

11



i.e. fishing equipment, catch, time spent fishing, etc., were

appended to the Fisheries data on a fishing site basis. Finally,

travel cost and travel time information and other trip data from

the supplemental survey was merged with the Fisheries data on an

origin-destination basis.

12



STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF FISHING DEMAND EQUATIONS

TCM Equation Variables

The basic variables shown in Equation 1 were obtained from

the two surveys discussed above. However, some of the variables

represent the sum of values reported by anglers. For cold and

warm water fish catch, the variable represents the sum of

surveyed angler catch at that specific site.

The substitute variable was constructed using both the

distance variable and the sum of a site's fish catch. The

substitute index measures the availability of substitute fishing

sites for each county of origin. If an alternative site is

regarded as more attractive than the actual site visited, then it

is a potential substitute for that site. For simplicity, the

attractiveness of a site is defined as that site's fish catch

divided by the angler's round trip distance to that site. For

each observation, if any other site's attractiveness index is

greater than or equal to that of the site actually visited, then

that alternate site is a substitute to the site actually visited.

For each observation, the attractiveness index of all the

substitute sites are summed. This summation is the substitute

index. The estimated coefficient for this variable should be of

a negative sign as the greater the availability (more sites that

are closer) and attractiveness (greater the fish catch) of

substitute fishing sites to the actual site visited in any

particular observation, the lower the angler's willingness to pay

is for the site actually visited would be.

13



Lake TCM Demand Equations

The results of the estimation of the first stage demand

curve for lakes is as follows:

(2) ln(TRIPSij/POPj) = 3.683 - 1.930 [ ln(RTDISTi j )

]

+ 0.310 [In(SUMTRTj) ] + 0.108 [In(STWWCA)]

- 0.081 [In(SUBSik)] - 0.191 [ ln( AVINCOi)

]

+ 0.431 [In(AVYRSFi) ] - 1.942 [In(AVEDjL)]

{t-statistics}: (-35.012)

(4.664) (3.402)

(-2.967) (-2.134)

(2.305) (-3.579)

where

:

TRIPSj_-; = Lake fishing trips from origin i to site j.

POPj = Origin i's population.

RTDISTj^j = Round trip distance from origin i to site j.

SUMTRT-; = Sum of trout catch at site j

.

STWWCAj = Sum of other sport fish caught at site j, including
warm water species.

SUBSINj^]^ = Substitute index reflecting the fish catch per mile at
site k with higher fish catch per mile than site j

.

AVINCOj^ = Average income of anglers in origin i.

AVYRSFj^ = Average years fished of anglers in origin i.

AVEDj^ = Average education of anglers in origin i.

r2 = 0.780, Observations = 465, F-Statistic = 231.40.

Both the r2 and the F-Statistic are very high for a TCM

demand equation. Furthermore, all the coefficients are of the

expected sign (other than income and eduction) and are

14



significant at the .95% level. The equation was estimated in the

double-log form for a number of reasons. First, economic theory

indicates that there is diminishing marginal value for catching

additional fish. That is, each additional fish caught is worth

less than the first few fish caught. One functional form

consistent with diminishing marginal value is the double-log

form. Interpreting Equation 2, we see that a 10% increase in

trout catch results in a 3% increase in trips per capita. With

the percentage increase in trips being smaller than the

percentage increase in fish, the marginal value per fish will

fall for increases in fish catch. Alternatively, the marginal

value of a fish will rise when fish catch is reduced. The other

reason for choosing a log model is that past research has shown

that taking the natural log of the trips per capita minimizes two

problems that arise with a linear model. First, with the log of

trips per capita, the possibility of predicting negative trips

per capita from distant counties that actually visited is

eliminated. Second, heteroscedasticity associated with zones of

different population sizes is minimized using the log of the

dependent variable.

Because average income has a negative coefficient, it

appears the number of lake fishing trips varies inversely with

the participant's income. This negative relationship may also

reflect the higher opportunity cost of time facing higher income

anglers. That is, since fishing is a time intensive activity,

the time costs of a fishing trip rise with income and therefore

15



higher income anglers might take fewer trips . Lake fishing

demand also appears to be inversely related to the participant's

level of education.

Site Attribute Variables

In an effort to describe the recreational sites in more

detail than is usual for the TCM model, the TCM equation was also

estimated with the addition of several site attribute variables.

In the previous case, the two fish catch variables were the only

descriptors included.

Of several attribute variables tested, only two. Shore

Access and Total Surface Area, were significant on the basis of

one or two-tailed T-tests . Shore Access measures the level of

private ownership of a site which is an indirect measure of the

degree of difficulty an angler would experience in attempting to

enter that site. This variable has a negative sign because it is

an index measure, where the highest number (6) represents

complete private ownership with no public access allowed. The

smallest number (1) represents complete public access that is

guaranteed due to public ownership (State or Federal) around the

entire water body. The index increases in value as more of the

shoreline is controlled by private ownership, making access more

difficult. Therefore, demand should vary inversely with Shore

Access

.

Total Surface Area measures the total surface area of the

water bodies included in the data set. Sites with greater

surface acres provide both greater fishable waters, higher

16



aesthetic levels, and opportunities for other recreation

activities such as boating and waterskiing. Thus, we would

expect the desirability of a site to anglers should be a

postitive function of Total Surface Areas.

For estimation purposes. Shore Access and Total Surface Area

are abbreviated as SHACC and TSA, respectively. The resulting

equation is;

(3) ln[TRIPSij/POPi) = 3.194 - 1.931 [ ln(RTDISTij )

]

{t-statistics}

:

(-34.820)

+ 0.257(SUMTRTj) ] + 0.109 [In(STWWCA)]

(3.174) (2.795)

- 0.081 [In(SUBSik)] - 0.203 [ln( AVINCOi) ]

(-2.980) (-2.241)

+ 0.462 [In(AVYRSFi) ] - 1.876 [InAVEDi]

(2.165) (-3.391)

- 0.417 [In(SHACCj)] + 0.099 [(InTSAj)]

(2.152) (1.506)

r2 = 0.780, Observations = 449, F-Statistic = 177.36.

Again, both the R^ and the F-Statistic are very high for a

TCM demand equation. Furthermore, all the coefficients are of

the expected sign (except income and education) and are

significant at the 95% level. The only exception is InTSA, which

is significant at slightly less than the 90% level. This

equation is also in the double-log form for the reasons discussed

above

.

The comparatively small changes in coefficients between

17



Equation 2 over Equation 3 indicate that the attribute data added

only limited explanatory power. This insignificant difference

indicates that the attribute variables missing from Equation 2

were not strongly correlated with the critical price coefficient.

The largest change is for the coefficient on trout catch which

moves from .310 to .257.

Estimated total trips for the entire sample data set was

3,870 with Equation 2 and 3,766 with Equation 3. The actual

reported total trips were 3,222. Overall, this is not a poor

prediction, but with an R^ near 80% one would have hoped for a

closer prediction.

Stream Variables and Data Subsets

The stream demand equation was estimated for a set of 4 9

specific Montana rivers and tributaries (see Table 1 and Figure 2

below) . One portion of this complete set includes the 20 "unique

waters" identified by the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife

and Parks (DFWP) for the purposes of this study. These rivers

are identified by a code number from 80 to 99 (Table 1). The

unique waters include only major river reaches such as the

Missouri between Holter and Cascade. The remaining waters

included in the complete set of streams are either tributaries to

the unique waters or are watersheds including both a river and

its tributaries (for example, the Jefferson). The non-unique

waters have codes from 11 to 71 (where the first digit

corresponds to the DFWP administrative region) . As an example,

in the Table 1 listing, the entry Madison with code number 34 is

18



the tributaries to the Madison River, while Madison, code 92, is

the Madison River itself from the West Fork to its mouth.

The stream analysis utilized the same basic angler data

sets as the lakes. Accordingly, the set of possible socio-

economic, quantity, and price variables was identical.

Substitute variables were also developed as described for the

lake sample. However, site attribute variables were available

for the stream model from two different sources: the Montana

19
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Interagency Stream Data Base and the Pacific Northwest Rivers

Study. Both data bases contain detailed hydrological, physical,

and biological information on a stream reach basis. This data

was aggregated based on stream length-weighted averages to

conform to the river sections defined for this study. It was

found that for many variables information was incomplete or

missing. Because the data tended to be more complete and more

easily validated for the major rivers, site attribute variables

were developed only for the 20 major "unique waters".

The list of eleven site attribute variables developed for

the unique waters are listed in Table 2. Basically, the

variables measure site specific aesthetics (scenic quality),

access, and physical parameters (length, discharge, and volume).

Only two of the variables, WESTHTIC (weighted aesthetic index)

and WINGRESS (weighted ingress measure), are from the Interagency

data base. The remainder are from Pacific Northwest Rivers Study

except for DISCHARGE (flow in cubic feet per second), which was

obtained from U.S. Geological Survey records and VOLUME, which is

a computed variable and equals discharge times river length.

Stream TCM Demand Equations

An estimate of a double log specification of the first stage

demand curve for streams is as follows:

(4) ln(TRIPSij/POPi)=-1.615- 1 . 798 [ ln(RTDISTi j

)

(t-statistics) (-2.96) (-50.13)

+ .389[ln(SUMTRTj) ] - 4 . 43[ln( AVYRSF^)

(7.25) (-4.32)
where

:
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TRIPS^-j = Stream fishing trips from origin i to site j

POPi = Origin i's population

RTDIST-Lj = Round trip distance from i to j

.

SUMTRTj = Sum of trout catch at j

.

AVYRSFj^ = Log of average years fished of anglers in origin i.

Adjusted R^ = .782, Observations = 727, F-Statistic = 870.0

As for the lake demand equation, the R^ and F-Statistic are

very high, indicating high explanatory power for the model. The

key parameter for purposes of consumer surplus estimation is the

slope coefficient on distance. This parameter is highly

significant, has the expected sign, and is precisely estimated

with a 95 percent confidence interval that is only plus or minus

4 percent of the estimate in Equation 4. The success variable

SUMTRTj (total trout catch) and the demographic variable AVYRSFI^

(trip average years fished) are also highly significant (99

percent level), but the sign on AVYRSF^ is opposite of what one

would expect. Two other demographic variables (average years

schooling and average income) had the right sign but were

significant at only about the 80 percent level. The substitute

variable was not significant.

In addition to statistical significance and consistency with

the theoretical model, the travel cost demand model estimate can

be evaluated on how well it predicts. While the model is

estimated on per capita trips, it is an accurate prediction of

total trips that is critical for the consumer surplus estimate.

As for the lake model, total trips are overpredicted: 8,257
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TABLE 2

Site Attribute Variables

Montana Streams

variable definition

WESTHTIC

WINGRESS

LENGTHR

SNOSITER

WBTFISHR

WACCESSR

WSCENICR

WVALUER

WROSR

DISCHARGE

VOLUME

aesthetics index (stream data base)

ingress measure (stream data base)

river length in miles

number of recreation sites

fishable from a boat

access index

scenic index (river data base)

final value (river data base)

ROS class

cubic feet per second average flow

discharge times length
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against an actual of 5,214. This is an overestimate of almost

60%. Trip prediction versus actual for Equation 4 is shown in

Table 3. An analysis of trip prediction on the origin-

destination level indicated that just 15 of the approximately 750

origin-destination pairs (with complete information) could

account for almost the entire overestimate. For these 15 cases,

the actual trips were 352 while the predicted trips were 3,592.

All 15 cases were for origins less than 35 miles round trip from

the site and typically less than 20 miles away. In short, the

log-log model overpredicts for very close sites.

A more complete analysis of residuals indicated that the

model was not only overpredicting trips for nearby sites but also

for very distant sites. Intermediate distances were generally

underpredicted. The Glejser (1969) test for heteroscedasticity

showed that residual variance was nonconstant (significantly

correlated to distance) . These results indicate that the double

log transformation is not entirely successful at producing a

model that is linear in the transformed variables.

The first stage demand function estimate for the unique

waters subsample is as follows:

(5) (TRIPSij/POPi = -5.031 - 1.894[ln(RTDISTij)

]

(t-statistic) (-3.34) (-31.46)

+ .484[ln(SUMTRTj) ] - . 652 [ ln( AYRSF j )

]

(6.11) (-4.24)
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+ .412(XENGTHRj) + . 924 [ In(AVEDi)

]

(2.09) (1-77)

Adjusted r2 =.758, F-statistic=226 . 61, Observations=361

.

where

:

XENGTHRj = Log of river length in miles.
AVEDj^ = Log of average years of education.

(other variables as noted previously)

.

The estimate for the unique waters subsample is similar to

Equation 4 for the complete sample. The R^ and F are quite high,

and the variables included are all significant at the 90% level.

The signs of the estimated parameters are generally consistent

with the theoretical model. The only attribute variable that

came in significant was river length. The coefficient on

distance is again precisely estimated and is not significantly

different from the corresponding estimate from the complete

sample.

The major limitation of the unique waters estimate is again

poor prediction of total trips. Actual for the subsample of 20

rivers is 2,874, and predicted is 5,284 or an 83% error.

The double-log estimates reported in Equations 4 and 5 are

consistent with the travel cost model demand specification

typically reported in the economics literature. The estimates

compare favorably with published findings in terms of overall

statistical significance and will be used in the benefit

estimates reported below. However, because the estimates are

heteroscedastic, an analysis was undertaken of alternative

functional forms . This work is reported in a supplementary
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technical paper: "Alternative Specifications of TCM Demand

Functions for Montana Cold Water Stream Fishing".
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Table 3. Montana streams trip prediction compared to actual



BENEFIT ESTIMATES

Benefit Calculations and Conversion of Miles to Dollars

As noted above, one approach to estimating site benefits is

to calculate each site's second stage demand curve from the per

capita demand equations. Since the price variable in the per

capita demand equations is in terms of miles, the area under the

second stage demand curve represents willingness to pay in

additional miles. In order to calculate net economic values in

dollars, the angler's additional willingness to pay in miles must

be converted to willingness to pay in dollars. This involves

multiplying the added distance by a cost per mile of distance.

This travel cost per mile is the sum of two components, time

opportunity cost per mile and variable out-of-pocket travel

expenses (including vehicle operation).

As noted previously, opportunity cost of travel time

reflects the deterrent effect that longer drives have on visiting

more distant sites independent of the vehicle operating costs.

For example, many higher income people could afford the extra

$8.00 or so of gasoline costs incurred if they drove an

additional two hours to fish, but many could not "afford" the

additional time cost in terms of other activities foregone. Some

fraction of the hourly wage is generally used as a proxy for this

opportunity cost of time. This is due, in part, to work by

Cesario (1976) which showed the opportunity cost of time in

commuting studies equaled between one-fourth and one-half of the

wage rate. In this study, two estimates of the opportunity cost

of time are utilized. One estimate is based on the U.S. Water

Resources Council Principles and Guidelines (1983) which suggests
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an opportunity cost of time at one-third of the average wage

rate. For our study, this estimate is 7.0 cents per mile based

on an estimated wage rate for our sample of $9.44 per hour and

average sample travel speed of 45 miles per hour.

The other approach is to use our survey data on angler

reported willingness to pay to shorten travel time. As developed

in Appendix B, regression analysis shows that Montana anglers

were willing to pay $2.06 an hour to shorten travel time or 4.6

cents per mile (at 45 miles per hour). These results suggest

that the opportunity cost of time for recreational travel is one-

fifth of the wage rate. This is somewhat lower than the range of

opportunity costs estimated for commuter travel (one-fourth to

one-half the wage rate) . This is not surprising since

recreational travel may be less onerous (or even enjoyable) for

many people.

Variable out-of-pocket travel expenses were also figured by

two different methods. The "standard" approach recommended by

the Water Resources Council is based on the variable costs of

operating a motor vehicle. This cost was obtained from the U.S.

Department of Transportation's Cost of Owning and Operating

Vehicles and Vans-1984 and is 15.2 cents per mile. This amount

is based on the variable cost of operating a large-size vehicle

since the latter most closely approximates engine efficiencies

and size of typical vehicles utilized by anglers. The cost per

passenger mile is then 5.6 cents based on our sample average of

2.76 passengers per vehicle. The reported variable travel cost

• is derived by regression analysis from our sample data on angler

travel expenditures and equals 22.4 cents per passenger mile.
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See Appendix B for more details on the calculation of reported

variable travel cost.

The net result is that the standard travel cost parameter

estimate (Water Resource Council Method) sums to 12.6 cents per

mile and the reported parameter is 27.0 cents (Table 4 below).

Table 4. Travel cost parameters (cents per mile).

Transportation Opportunity Cost Sum
Cost of Time

Water Resources
Council Method 5.6 7.0 12.6

Montana Sample 22.4 4.6 27.0

Lake Fishing

As stated earlier in this report, lake benefits are

estimated based on the second stage demand curve. Specifically,

the area under the second stage demand curve represents the

angler's net willingness to pay, over and above the expenditure,

for the opportunity to fish at this site.

To arrive at this figure, total actual trips per site must

be estimated at existing travel distances. Then, additional

distance is added to the existing distance in demand Equations 2

and 3 and site trips are re-estimated at this added distance.

The process of adding miles to current distance is repeated to

derive the site's demand schedule which shows site visitation at

higher and higher fees. Such a second stage demand schedule is

shown in Figure 3 for Flathead Lake.
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FIGURE 3
Second Stage TCM Demand Curve
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With the double log model, trips would never fall exactly to

zero and, in some cases, the added distance where trips dropped

close to zero exceeded a site's likely market area. To be

conservative, we truncated the top of the second stage demand

curve at the highest observed distance of all the origins

visiting that specific site. The area under the resulting second

stage demand curve is the net willingness to pay, or the amount

the consumer is willing to pay above the actual amount paid.

Because operating cost per mile and the opportunity cost of

time is measured in two different ways, consumer surplus per trip

was estimated separately under each of the two alternatives

.

Tables 5 and 6 list net willingness to pay per trip for Equation

2 based on both the standard cost and reported cost calculations.

Site average surplus per trip values are reported at the bottom

of each table, equalling $88.79 per trip for the reported cost

basis and $41.4 3 for the standard basis. Per trip values are

calculated for each site as the sum of the total consumer surplus

divided by the total number of estimated trips. As discussed in

Loomis and Hof (1985) as well as Mumy and Hanke (1975) average

consumer surplus per trip may be equal to the marginal value per

trip since the public fishing sites in Montana are not price

rationed.

The results discussed above are based on Equation 2.

Equation 3 included additional site characteristics beyond fish

catch. As one would expect given the similarity of the two

equations, the benefit estimates are almost identical. For

example, for reported costs the value per trip is $88.79 with

Equation 2 and $87.93 with Equation 3. Accordingly, only
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Table 5. Montana lake data net economic value
equation without site attribute data (standard cost)

per trip,

SITE # SITE NAME

11
15
15,

16
17
17,

21
21.
22
24
25
31.
33
33.
34
36
36.
37
42.
43
43.
43.
44
52
53
55
61
62

18

19

26

32

39

38

48

46
47

S. Fork Flathead
Flathead Area Lakes
Flathead Lake
L. Clark Fork Area L.
Kootenai Area Lakes
Lake Koocanusa
U. Clark Fork Area L.
Georgetown Lake
Blackfoot Area Lakes
Bitterroot Area Lakes
L. Clark Fork Area L.
U. Yellow. + Gallatin
U. Missouri (Region 3)
Canyon Ferry Reservoir
Madison Area Lakes
Beaverhead Area Lakes
Clark Canyon Reservoir
Big Hole Area Lakes
Newlin Creek Reservoir
U. Missouri (Region 4)
Hauser Reservoir
Holter Reservoir
Marias Area Lakes
M. Yellow. + Cooney
Musselsh. + Deadman '

s

Stillwater Area Lakes
Lower Missouri Area L.
Milk Area Lakes

VALUE AVG DAYS VALUE NO. OF
PER TRIP PER TRIP PER DAY ZONES

SITE AVERAGE

$25.34



Table 6. Montana lake data net economic value per trip, equation
without site attribute data (reported cost).

SITE # SITE NAME

VALUE AVG DAYS VALUE NO. OF

PER TRIP PER TRIP PER DAY ZONES

11
15
15
16
17
17
21
21
22
24
25
31
33
33
34
36
36
37
42
43
43
43
44
52
53
55
61
62

18

19

26

32

39

38

48

46
47

S. Fork Flathead
Flathead Area Lakes
Flathead Lake
L. Clark Fork Area L.
Kootenai Area Lakes
Lake Koocanusa
U. Clark Fork Area L.
Georgetown Lake
Blackfoot Area Lakes
Bitterroot Area Lakes
L. Clark Fork Area L.
U. Yellow. + Gallatin
U. Missouri (Region 3)
Canyon Ferry Reservoir
Madison Area Lakes
Beaverhead Area Lakes
Clark Canyon Reservoir
Big Hole Area Lakes
Newlin Creek Reservoir
U. Missouri (Region 4)
Hauser Reservoir
Holter Reservoir
Marias Area Lakes
M. Yellow. + Cooney
Musselsh. + Deadman's
Stillwater Area Lakes
L. Missouri Area Lakes
Milk Area Lakes

$ 54.30



Equation 2 results are listed here.

The location of the lake fishing sites is shown in the state

map displayed as Figure 2

.

It is worthwhile to note that some of the lake fishing sites

listed in Tables 5 and 6 are actually mixed fisheries offering

both trout fishing and other sport fish including warmwater

species. Based on the anglers' reported catch, we feel the

following might be classified as mixed lake fisheries: Lower

Clark Fork Lake fishery (#16), Blackfoot (#22), Canyon Ferry

Reservoir (#33), and the Lower Missouri (#61).

The marginal value per fish trout caught and per surface

acre (in Equation 3 only) can all be calculated from these

equations. Marginal value per fish can be calculated by changing

the value of the fish catch variable to some new higher level (if

an enhancement takes place) or some lower level (if some negative

impact occurs ) and then predicting the new trips at current

distance. By adding distance to current distance, a new second

stage demand curve can be traced out under the new fishing

conditions. By subtracting the original site net economic value

(NEV) from the site net economic value under the changed fishing

conditions, the incremental NEV (marginal value) of the change in

fish conditions, the incremental NEV (marginal value) of the

change in fish catch can be calculated. Such a process can be

automated using LOTUS 123 MACROS, but tht effort required is

beyond the time and money presently available.

As can be seen from the tables, the net economic value

estimates vary over a wide range. Some of the variation may be

explained in terms of the site's location relative to Montana's
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population centers, quality of fishing, and availability of

substitute sites. A detailed analysis of the variability in site

values is beyond the scope of this work.

The average values reported here seem reasonable. The state

average lake fishing values for standard cost are nearly

identical to what Sorg et al. (1986) reported for Idaho fishing

using standard cost per mile. Our net willingness to pay

estimates for reported costs per mile are nearly double Idaho's.

This is due in part to converting net willingness to pay in

miles to dollars in Montana using a variable cost per mile that

is nearly double what was used in Idaho. In Idaho, little

difference was found between the reported transportation costs

and standard costs. As discussed earlier, quite a difference was

found between reported trip costs (including variable food and

lodging costs) and standard transportation costs.

Stream Fishing

Stream fishing benefits were calculated as the area under

the site demand curves, the same as for lakes. However, the

specific methods differ slightly. One difference is that direct

integration of the first stage demand curve was used instead of

the trapezoidal approximation of the second stage demand curve.

Direct integration is an exact method and was used because the

numerical approximation approach was sensitive to the low origin-

to-site distances found in the stream database.

The results presented for lakes are based on integrating the

TCM demand curve using the predicted intercept of the demand

curve with the quantity axis . The predicted intercept is the

total trips predicted to be taken when the site price is zero.
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For cases where the model's trip prediction is not in close

agreement with the actual trips taken to a site. Gum and Martin

(1975) suggest using actual trips as the starting point for

benefit estimates . This approach has been widely used in the

literature. Because predicted trips and actual trips differed

by an average of 60% for the stream model (Table 3 above), site

values based on the Gum and Martin approach are also reported

here. For comparison to the lake benefit estimates, site values

based on a predicted intercept are provided in Appendix C.

Strecun benefit estimates for Equation 4 (complete sample) are

shown in Tables 7 and 8 . The average net economic value per trip

across all sites is $53.08 for standard cost (.126 dollars /mile)

and $113.74 for reported travel costs (.27 dollars/mile). Figure

2 provides a map of site locations. Because of small sample

sizes, four stream sites were excluded from the listings in

Table 1. These include the South Fork of the Flathead (Code 11),

tributaries to Rock Creek (Code 23), Boulder River (Code 56), and

the Lower Missouri (Code 61). These sites were excluded because

results may not be reliable for sites with few origin zones and

few trips per zone.

As noted, the results in Tables 7 and 8 are based on

Equation 4 for the complete sample. Because Equation 5 with site

attributes was very similar to Equation 4 and applied only to

unique waters, only Equation 4 results are shown here. A

comparison of benefit estimates from these two equations is

provided in the supplementary technical report, "Sensitivity

Analysis of Montana Cold Water Stream Angler Benefit Estimates".
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Table 7. Montana streams net economic value per trip, equation
without site attribute data (standard cost, Gum and Martin
approach)

.

RIVER



Table 8. Montana streams net economic value per trip, equation
without site attribute data (reported cost, Gum and Martin
approach)

.

RIVER



The values per trip shown in Tables 7 and 8 vary

considerably across sites. In general, the relative values seem

plausible. Some of the highest valued trips are on the Madison

and its tributaries, Rock Creek, the Big Hole, and the Upper

Yellowstone. The lowest valued waters include the Milk,

Musselshell, Upper Clark Fork, Kootenai, and Flathead.

Relative values, of course. Reflect both quality and

location. The site specific travel cost model (TCM) values for

streams (Tables 7 and 8) have been compared with site level

values based on a companion contingent valuation method (CVM)

study (Duffield and Allen, 1987). The comparative analysis is

summarized in the latter report. In general, the results

indicate consistency between the TCM and CVM methods. TCM

estimates based on the Gum and Martin method and reported costs

are most similar to the CVM site level values. The similarity of

results from the two very different methodologies provides a

measure of validation for both models.

Tables 7 and 8 also show net values per day. The average

over all sites is $46.11 per day (standard basis) and $98.82 per

day (reported cost basis). The (angler days) values per day

were multiplied by angler pressure estimates for 1985-86 to

calculate the fishing-related recreational value of the specific

sites

.

The angler pressure estimates were obtained from Bob

McFarland of the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks.

The estimates are for the license season of 1 March to the end

of February. Total fishing pressure on all trout streams in the

state is estimated to be 1,221,331 for 1985-1986.
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Our sample of streams excludes approximately 2% of the

total state pressure (28,673 angler days). The specific sites

excluded from our sample due to limited use and observations are:

Sun River, St. Mary s River, South Fork of the Flathead, Lower

Missouri, tributaries to the Boulder and Rock Creek, and the

following river sections: Milk River (Region 4 only), Clark Fork

(Region 3 only), and Musselshell (Region 4 only).

The state total values are $57 million and $122 million for

standard and reported cost basis respectively (Tables 9 and 10).

Since 1985 was a drought year, these estimates may be a

conservative estimate of site values for a normal or average

water year.

It should also be noted that these are annual values; the

corresponding present values of these annual streams depend on

the interest rate, the assumed rate of change in the annual

values over time and the time horizon. For example, assuming no

growth, an infinite time horizon and a four percent real discount

rate, the present angling-related recreational value of Montana's

trout streams is between $1.5 and $3.1 billion. This estimate

would roughly correspond to the market value of these waters as a

recreational asset.

Since Montana's stream fisheries are a renewable (non-

stocked) resource, the assumption of an infinite horizon is

appropriate. To the extent that there is increased fishing

pressure over time, the assumption of no growth provides a

conservative bias in addition to the effect of using a drought

year as a base. Lower discount rates would, of course, result in

higher present values and conversely higher rates . The Northwest
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Table 9. Montana streams, total recreation
(Standard cost, Gum and Martin approach).

value by site

RIVER



Table 10. Montana streams, total recreational value by site
(reported cost. Gum and Martin approach).

RIVER



Power Planning Council, for example, has used a 3 percent real

discount rate in its economic analysis of energy resources. It

is beyond the scope of this study to identify the appropriate

rate for the purposes at hand. However, by comparison with the

rate used by the Northwest Power Planning Council, the rate used

here further ensures that the present value estimates are a

defensible lower bound for policy purposes. In fact, site values

may be considerably higher.

The relative comparison of sites in terms of annual site

values is of interest. The mainstem Madison has the heaviest

pressure of any stream in the state (108,712 angler days /year)

and also has one of the highest per day value. As a result, the

Madison is the most valuable stream in the state with a value

that is approximately twice that of any of the next most valuable

waters (Upper Yellowstone, Gallatin, and Big Hole)

.

A statewide average net economic value per fishing day can

be derived from Tables 9 and 10 by dividing total site value by

total angler days. The result is $102.56 and $47.86 per day,

respectively, for the reported and standard cost basis. Because

fishing pressure tends on average to be greater on the higher

valued streams, the overall state averges are somewhat higher

than corresponding single (not weighted by use) site averages

reported in Tables 7 and 8 ($98.82 and $46.11 respectively).

Use-weighted state average values per fishing trip are $117.65

and $54.90 (reported and standard basis) based on the stream

sample average days fished per trip (1.1471).

Tables 5 and 6 also show values per day of lake fishing

based on the average day per trip by site. The site averages are
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$69.61 and $32.48 per day per trip for the reported and standard

cost basis. The per day values are multiplied times the

estimated annual fishing pressure (angler days) to derive the

site net economic values associated with lake fishing use. The

state total for Montana lake fishing sites is $43 million and $93

million respectively for the standard and reported cost basis

(Tables 11 and 12). These are annual values. The present value

of these sites assuming no growth in use or value and a four

percent real discount rate is around $1.1 to $2.3 billion

dollars

.

Summary of Benefit Estimates

Table 13 presents the values per trip, angler day, and 12

hour Wildlife and Fish User Day (WFUD) used by the U.S. Forest

Seirvice. The lake fishing values per day are $69.61 (reported

cost basis). To calculate a 12 hour WFUD, the lake fishing

sample average of 2.44 hours of fishing per day was used. Thus,

the $342.34 per WFUD (reported cost basis of .126 dollars/mile)

represents about 5 angler days given the relatively short amount

of each day actually spent fishing. The reported stream fishing

value per day is $102.56. Based on the stream fishing sample,

anglers fished 4.39 hours per day. This implies a reported cost

basis stream fishing WFUD of $280.35 Table 13 also provides a

summary of values where travel costs are at their standard value

of 12.6 dollars per mile.
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Table 11. Montana coldwater lake data -- net economic value by
site — standard values

SITE # SITE NAME VALUE
PER DAY

TOTAL RECREATIONAL
FISHING VALUE

11
15
15.
16
17
17,
21
21,
22
24
25
31,

33
33,
34
36
36,
37
42,
43
43,
43,
44
52
53
55
61
62

18

19

26

32

39

38

48

46
47

S. FORK FLATHEAD
FLATHEAD AREA LAKES
FLATHEAD LAKE
L. CLARK FORK AREA L.
KOOTENAI AREA LAKES
L. KOOCANUSA
U. CLARK FORK AREA L.
GEROGETOWN LAKE
BLACKFOOT AREA LAKES
BITTERROOT AREA LAKES
L. CLARK FORK AREA L.

U. YELLOW. + GALLATIN
U. MISSOURI (REGION 3)
CANYON FERRY RESERVOIR
MADISON AREA LAKES
BEAVERHEAD AREA LAKES
CLARK CANYON RESERVOIR
BIG HOLE AREA LAKES
NEWLIN CREEK RESERVOIR
U. MISSOURI (REGION 4)
HAUSER RESERVOIR
HOLTER RESERVOIR
MARIAS AREA LAKES
M. YELLOW. + COONEY
MUSSELSHELL + DEADMAN '

S

STILLWATER AREA LAKES
LOWER MISSOURI AREA L.
MILK AREA LAKES

STATE TOTAL

$23.
39.
42.
25,
29
44,
7,

33,

37
30
28
11
14
21
68
19

58
36
7

4

13
23
79
55
51
64
10
27

91
78
03
29
44
81
06
03
42
68
55
49
04
00
85
55
66
14
93
94
61
36
35
38
47
34
39
13

$304,709
4,665,876
3,192,767

567,002
632,253

5,118,601
60,714

1,408,994
1,591,122
249,181
150,041
392,234
58,579

1,596,735
2,846,514

252,121
2,105,894

493,484
73,305
65,991

315,480
1,768,329
8,448,863
4,085,795

786,070
355,257
235,466

1,434,628

$43,256,004
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Table 12 . Montana coldwater lake data — net economic value by
site — reported values

SITE # SITE NAME VALUE



Table 13. Net economic values per trip, angler day, and WFUD^
for Montana lake and stream fishing

BASED ON STANDARD COST OF .126 DOLLARS /MILE

ACTIVITY

lake fishing-'-

stream fishing^

combination

VALUE PER TRIP VALUE PER DAY VALUE PER WFUD ^

$159.74

130. 82^

144.32

$41.43



ANGLER EXPENDITURE DATA

The values reported above for stream and lakes are net

economic values associated with fishing recreational use. This

is the estimated value that users derive over and above trip

costs.

Another measure of the economic significance of lake and

stream fishing in Montana is angler expenditures. Average

expenditure per fishing trip in Montana is $91.59 (Table 14)

based on our sample of 1,343 individual anglers.

This total does not vary greatly between lakes and streams,

at $91.90 and $96.74 respectively. However, there are

significant differences between residents and nonresidents. The

state average is $48.13 and $360.24 dollars per trip for

residents and nonresidents, respectively (Table 14). The

greatest difference is for the stream subsample where

nonresidents outspend residents by a ratio of 15:1 ($536 versus

$36). Table 14 also reports expenditure per day fished. This

averages $42.21 and ranges from $22.13 per day for resident

stream anglers to $116.37 for nonresident stream anglers.

More detailed expenditure information in Tables 15, 16, and

17, shows that the major expenditures are on transportation,

lodging, and food. Round trip travel distance is also shown.

The average fishing trip in Montana is 258 miles round trip.

However, the average resident travels only 119 miles to fish

Montana streams while the nonresident stream fisherman travels on

the average of 1,521 miles per trip. Obviously, expenditures and

distance traveled are closely correlated (as is developed in

some detail in Appendix B)

.
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Table 14 . Summary -- total average angler expenditure — Montana
lakes and streams — 1985 dollars

CATEGORY ALL RESIDENTS NONRESIDENTS

TOTAL AVERAGE EXPENDITURE PER TRIP:

LAKES 91.90 62.54 249.05

STREAMS 96.74 36.15 536.47

ALL WATERS 91.59 48.13 360.24

TOTAL AVERAGE EXPENDITURE PER DAY^:

LAKES 37.98 31.91 50.31

STREAM 47.89 22.31 116.37

ALL WATERS 42.21^ 26.89 75.05

SAMPLE SIZE: LAKES (648), STREAMS (611), ALL WATERS (1343)

^ Average per day fished.

" Overall weighted average of 2.17 angler days per trip for both
stream and lake.
Overall weighted average of 3.48 hours per day for both stream
and lake.
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Table 15. Average angler expenditure per day
sample — 1985 dollars

Montana complete



Table 16. Average angler expenditure per trip, Montana Stream
( 1985 dollars)

.

ITEM

MEAN

ALL RESIDENT NONRESIDENT

TRANSPORTATION

LODGING FEES

FOOD-RESTAURANT

FOOD-STORES

TACKLE

GUIDE

OTHER

TOTAL

31.64



Table 17. Average angler expenditure per trip, Montana lakes
(1985 dollars)

.

IIEM_
MEAN

ALT.



when expenditures and net economic values are added

together, the sum is termed "gross willingness to pay" (WTP)

.

This measures the gross total value associated with the activity.

The latter may correspond roughly to the market price for a

package fishing trip including all expenses. Gross values are

not appropriate for valuing a site since they include the costs

associated with many other services and assets utilized on a

given trip such as gasoline and food.

On a reported cost basis, the average gross WTP associated

with lake fishing in Montana is average expenditure per trip

($91.90) plus net economic value per trip ($88.79)^ or S18Q.69

Similarly, for streams gross WTP is $214 . 39 or expenditure of

$96.74 plus an average net value of $117.65. These values are

shown in Figure 4

.

^ This is a site average.
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FIGURE 4

Gross Willingness to Pay
Montana Strain and Lake Fishing
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APPENDIX A

Survey Questionnaires
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APPENDIX B

TRAVEL COST PARAMETER ANALYSIS

Literature Review

The travel cost method has a special measurement problem in

that the visitor's perceived price is not directly observed.

Typically the estimated travel cost (or supply price) for a

visitor is based on no more than the estimated round trip

distance to the site and published national estimates of the

variable cost of automobile transportation. Even with survey

evidence of the costs of travel, there is considerable

variability across studies as to which travel or on-site

expenditures to include. In addition, as was noted in even some

of the earliest studies (Knetsch, 1963), the omission of the

value of time can bias valuation estimates downward. A

considerable literature has addressed the issue of how much time

involved is costly and the appropriate value to place on this

time (Cesario and Knetsch, 1970); Cesario, 1976; McConnell,

1975). In the following sections, the travel cost literature on

transportation and time cost parameters is briefly reviewed and

estimates specific to this study's sample of Montana fishermen

are derived.

For the typical zonal travel cost application, only data on

round trip distance is available for each origin-destination

observation. In the absence of travel expenditure and travel

time data for each observation, it is necessary to infer both a

transportation and time cost cents/mile parameter that can be

applied to round trip distance. This method implies an

assumption of homogeneous travel cost per mile across zones.
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where origin-destination level data is available on both

travel time and expenditure, the two variables can be included

directly in the first stage demand curve model. However,

aggregation in the zonal model results in strong collinearity

between distance and travel time. As a result, the convention

has been to use estimated variable automobile costs for a

transportation cost parameter and (following Cesario, 1976) to

value travel time at 25% to 50% of the wage rate. The empirical

basis for applying these values is weak, since the estimates are

derived from the transportation literature on urban computers.

Where the individual observation travel cost model can be

applied, average cost and travel time can be included as separate

regressors. The estimated parameters should be unbiased, but the

poor overall explanatory power of the reported estimates (Brown

and Nawas, 1973; Gum and Martin, 1975) is not encouraging.

The evidence on the opportunity cost of time in recreational

travel is limited and can be briefly summarized. McConnell and

Strand (1981) used the individual model and the assumption that

response to monetary and travel time costs should be the same.

They derived an estimate of the value of travel time at 60

percent of the wage rate for a sample of sport fishermen.

Desvousges et al . (1983) tested both the hypothesis that

opportunity costs of time are equal to the full wage rate and the

Cesario hypothesis that costs are one-third the wage. For a

sample of 22 sites, each hypothesis was rejected with about the

same frequency (about one-third of the cases). Desvousges et al

.

also made direct estimates of opportunity cost as an approximate

constant multiple of the wage rate (following McConnell and
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strand, 1981); most of these estimates were either negative or

greater than unity. In general, their findings appeared to be

limited by the available data. In their application, Desvousges

et al (1983) chose to use the full wage rate. Given the

uncertainty concerning the travel time value, some analysts have

used a range of values. For example, in a recent paper Bishop

and Heberlein (1980) showed the sensitivity of consumer surplus

estimates to time valued at zero or at 50% of the wage rate.

Including travel time at 50% of the wage rate quadrupled the

estimated average consumer surplus (per hunter) from $8 to $32.

The variety of approaches taken for estimating the

transportation cost parameter in the recent literature can also

be compared. For monetary costs, there are at least two models

which can be considered in deciding on the appropriate travel

cost per mile. One model describes decisions on a household

basis. In this approach, taken by Knetsch and Davis (1966) for

example, the costs per mile are on a vehicle or group basis. The

other approach focuses on the individual and may require a

measured or assumed number of individuals per vehicle to identify

shared costs. Of the studies referenced above, both Desvousges

et al. and Bishop and Heberlein defined monetary travel costs as

the variable costs of operating an automobile, based on national

estimates for 1976 of gas, oil, maintenance, and parts per

vehicle-mile (around 8 to 10 cents). While both studies appear

to be on an individual basis, it is not clear that vehicle costs

were changed to a per-passenger-mile basis. The latter

adjustment can be significant. For example, Sutherland (1982)

also used a vehicle-mile cost of about P cents (1976 dollars),
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but he used a cost per individual of about 3 cents per mile based

on his sample of 2.7 passengers per vehicle. These are

accounting problems; a more fundamental difficulty is that there

is no basis for excluding other costs of travel such as vehicle

wear and tear and lodging. Such costs have been included in some

other studies and can result in per-mile travel costs that are up

to four times higher than those limited to vehicle operating

costs. For example, Burt and Brewer (1971) regressed reported

trip expenditures on distance traveled and interpreted the

estimated slope coefficient as the variable monetary cost of

travel

.

Approach Used in Montana Angler Study

Given the considerable range of both transportation cost and

opportunity cost of travel time shown in the literature, we have

developed estimates specific to our sample of Montana fishermen.

The variable transportation cost is estimated following Burt and

Brewer; the value of time is estimated with a willingness to pay

survey question. These estimates are described in the following

sections. In addition, for comparison purposes we will also

report consumer surplus values based on travel cost parameters

recommended by the U.S. Water Resources Council (1979, 1983).

Specifically, the latter has relied on Cesario ' s (1976) work and

recommends a value between one- fourth and one-half the wage rate

as a proxy for the opportunity cost of time. One-third of the

wage rate is used here for illustrative purposes. It should be

noted that the use of the wage rate is solely as a proxy for

opportunity cost of time in all other activities and is used even

if the angler would not have been working. The wage rate for our
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sample was derived from reported household income based on the

ratio of U.S. average hourly earnings ($8.33 in 1984) to median

household income ($22,415) as reported in the 1986 U.S.

Statistical Abstract. Our sample median household income was

$25,400, implying average hourly earnings of $9.44. At one-third

the wage rate, the opportunity cost of time is $3.15 per hour

based on the Water Resource Council method. Because our survey

results included hours of travel and distance to the site, it was

possible to calculate average speed of travel. Using our sample

median of 45 miles per hour, the opportunity cost of travel time

is 7.0 cents per mile.

The transportation cost estimate recommended by the U.S.

Water Resource Council is limited to the variable cost of vehicle

operation. The recommended source for the latter is the U.S.

Department of Transportation's "Cost of Owning and Operating a

Vehicle". The most recent report in this series provides costs

for 1984 automobiles (large, intermediate, compact and

subcompact) and passenger vans. Our survey indicated that most

recreationists utilize full size or four-wheel drive vehicles

(combined 69% of the sample). Only 9.1% report driving

intermediate size vehicles, 14.2% compacts, and 7.4% recreational

vehicles. The DOT estimates for large vehicles are taken as

being the most representative for our sample. The variable cost

for a large size vehicle for 1984 is 6.0 cents for maintenance,

accessories, parts and tires and 9.2 cents for gas and taxes or a

total of 15.2 cents per mile. With our sample average of 2.76

people per vehicle, the cost per passenger mile is 5.6 cents.

The sum of transportation (5.6 cents) and time costs (7.0 cents)
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using the Water Resources Council method is 12.6 cents per mile.

Before developing an alternative estimate, the limitations

of using the DOT transportation cost estimate can be briefly

noted. The latter may not reflect the higher vehicle operating

costs associated with driving vehicles often used for recreation,

recreation road driving conditions, etc. In addition, a more

serious limitation of the DOT estimate is that it is based on the

cost of operating a new car in the given year. By contrast,

vehicles used for recreation are more likely to reflect the

efficiency of the average U.S. car, which is not new but 7.4

years old (U.S. Statistical Abstract, 1985). The DOT gas cost is

based on unleaded full serve gasoline. The 1984 cost used was

1.389 $/gallon which is about 20 cents higher than self serve in

this period. The DOT estimates also require assumptions as to

which type of car is typical (compact, intermediate, etc.) and

which costs to include. The DOT reports separately estimates of

depreciation, gas and oil, maintenance and parts, parking,

insurance and taxes. Following U.S. Water Resources Council, we

have taken maintenance and parts and gas and oil as representing

the perceived variable costs of vehicle operation on the part of

recreationists

.

Transportation Cost Estimate

Expenditure Data

Our estimate of the transportation cost component of the

cents per mile travel cost parameter is derived from our

telephone survey undertaken in early fall 1985. A copy of the

survey is in Appendix A. There are a total of 1505 observations

in the angler mail survey. A number of observations were not
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useable because residence was not coded (15), distance traveled

was zero (77), or water types were not in the current study (70).

This leaves the total of 1343 records that were utilized in our

analysis. Among other things, respondents were asked their

expenditure on transportation, lodging, food, etc. [The basic

expenditure data is discussed in Chapter V and shown in Table B-

1 ] . The average total expenditure per trip per respondent was

$91.59. Only about 31% of the total trip cost was for

transportation. This is consistent with other recreation

surveys. For example, Clawson and Knetsch (1966) report that

based on a sample of 19 different surveys, transportation

averaged only about 25% of total trip expenditure. Based on

total trip expenses of $91.47 and an average round trip distance

of 258 miles, average cents per mile is 35.5. However, the

latter is not an appropriate estimate for the transportation cost

parameter required by the travel cost model since it includes

both fixed and distant dependent costs. In addition, the

aggregated cost estimates need to be evaluated with respect to

respondent perception of costs and whether the data is individual

or group. These issues will be discussed in turn below.

TransportatJQn Mode and perceived Costs

As noted above, there is some ambiguity as to how

recreationists perceive their transportation costs. The

assumption of the travel cost model is that travel costs function

like a supply price for visits to a given site. The problem is

that only distance is unambiguously observed, not the perceived

price. A preliminary issue here is what mode of travel
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recreationists are using. It is generally assumed that most

travelers use a personal vehicle. This approach is supported by

the mail survey results . Travelers were given an opportunity to

record two different travel modes. For the first travel mode

with 134 3 respondents, 98% used a personal vehicle of some kind.

Nobody took a bus or train and only 15 (1%) reported taking a

plane. Another 1% either walked, motorcycled or rode a horse.

Only 60 respondents reported using a second mode of

transportation. Half of these also used personal vehicles and

35% reported walking. The remaining 9 respondents took a plane

(3), rode a horse (4) or motorcycled (2). These results indicate

that it is appropriate to focus on the costs of driving for

transportation costs and that the travel cost model assumption of

relatively homogeneous costs across zones is appropriate. As

noted above a high proportion of the respondents reported using

four-wheel drive (33%) and large size (36%) vehicles suggesting

that recreational vehicle travel costs might be higher than

national averages for all types of travel.

A specific problem with respect to the costs of driving is

that it is not clear whether recreationists are traveling as

though costs were only out of pocket (gas, repairs) or included

other variable costs such as wear and tear or depreciation.

Several questions were included in the mail survey to attempt to

resolve this issue. Respondents were explicitly asked (No. 16,

Appendix A) if they considered wear and tear on the vehicle as

part of their transportation cost. A very large majority of

respondents (83% or 893 respondents) stated that they did not

consider wear and tear part of their trip cost. Respondents were
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also asked to estimate wear and tear cost in cents per mile, but

over 80% of responses showed zero cost or a median of zero. A

related finding was that the reported trip costs for

transportation and for gasoline were very similar, with average

reported gas costs accounting for 93% of the reported

transportation cost. In fact, reported gas cost and

transportation cost were identical in 1084 of the 1310 cases

where both were reported. The preliminary conclusion here is

that when the recreationist ' s perceived vehicle costs are limited

to using national estimates of vehicle costs, only the gasoline

component (not parts and repairs) may be appropriate for

inclusion.

CQSt AlJ-pcation

A second issue in interpreting travel expenditures is

whether the data is individual or group (vehicle basis). If the

expenditure data is on a vehicle basis, but the trips are for

individuals, then it is appropriate to divide per mile expenses

by the number of passengers per vehicle. In the mail survey,

questions were phrased to elicits expenditure by the individual

(eg. "the amount of money you spent on...". Appendix A). In

order to validate transportation expenditures and to analyze how

vehicle expenses were shared, respondents were asked whether they

were drivers, riders or both. Drivers comprised 58% of the

sample, riders (passengers) were 36% and another 6% rode and

shared driving. The sample was also crosstabulated by the number

of people per vehicle by driver type (Table B-2); for example,

only about 10% of the recreationists sample drove alone while
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about 40% traveled two to a car. Three different means were

calculated to compare trip cost sharing: average gasoline cost

in dollars per mile (AGASCTM) , average total trip costs

(including gas, food, lodging, tackle, etc.) (AVTLCST), and

average total cost excluding gas (ANGCST) . These means are shown

in Table B-2 by number of people per vehicle and driver type.

The sample with full information on costs is 1214 observations.

To exclude outliers, observations were restricted to AGASCTM<.30

(implying at least four miles per gallon) and AVTLCST<2.0. This

reduced the sample by only about 6%. The basic findings are as

follows

.

With respect to average gas costs, the cost reported by

drivers was significantly greater than the cost reported by

riders. At all passenger levels, riders reported paying around 7

cents per mile and drivers reported paying around 11 cents (Table

B-2). The AGASCTM for drivers did not vary significantly with

the number of people per vehicle, but did increase somewhat.

Reported gas costs can be compared to other independent estimates

of vehicle operating costs. Average gas costs for the Western

U.S. region reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for April

to August 1985 was $1.23 per gallon. Average miles per gallon

for all cars, for example in 1983, was 15.1 (Statistical Abstract

of the U.S.). This implies 8.1 cents per mile and reflects an

average vehicle age of seven years. The costs for drivers alone

are 9.7 cents and range up to 12.0 cents with four passengers.

These numbers are slightly higher than 8.1 cents but not

implausible given that "fishing cars" may be older and somewhat

less efficient than the U.S. average. Also as noted above low
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efficiency modes (4WD, etc.) may be more predominant in the

recreationist sample. When results were disaggregated for

several transport modes (intermediate and full size vehicles)

means were 10.4 cents and 11.6 cents or 13.7 to 10.9 miles per

gallon respectively. These are also plausible compared to the

Statistical Abstract average. By contrast, the Department of

Transportation estimates for 1984 range from 4.4 cents to 7.0

cents for subcompact to large vehicles . These are of course

based on new 1984 cars and imply 27 to 17 miles per gallon. It

would appear that these are not a good basis for estimating

average recreation vehicle costs.

Variable gas costs were also estimated by regressing

reported total gas cost on reported round trip distance in miles

.

When the sample was disaggregated by vehicle type, the intercept

was not significantly different from zero in four out of five

cases and the coefficient on distance was 7.2 to 10.6 cents per

mile. The adjusted R square statistic ranged from .50 to .93

indicating a strong correlation between the distance and gas cost

responses. When the sample was disaggregated by driver type, the

coefficient on distance was 9.1 cents per mile (683 observations

and an adjusted R square of .54) for the driver subsample. This

result implies an average miles per gallon for the sample of 13.5

This is certainly plausible compared to national average vehicle

efficiency especially given the proportion of large size and

four-wheel drive vehicles in the sample.

While the gas costs reported by drivers may be consistent

with actual vehicle costs, the sum of implied driver and rider

gas costs is not. For example (Table B-2), for the driver plus
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one rider case, implied total vehicle gas costs are 18 cents per

mile (10.5 cents for the driver plus 7.5 cents for the rider).

For the driver plus two passenger case, implied cost is 22.2

cents and for three passengers, 32.4 cents. In fact, the gas

expenditure reported by both riders and drivers does not vary

significantly with the number of passengers. Rather than rider

and drivers for example sharing gas costs equally, it appears

that riders feel obligated to pay approximately half the gas cost

independent of the number of other passengers.

Another perspective on the rider/driver gas cost sharing is

derived by examining average gas cost when observations of zero

expenditures are excluded. For example in Table B-3, only about

5% of all drivers report zero gas expenditure. This proportion

is generally independent of the number of people per vehicle.

Some share of even the drivers traveling alone report zero gas

expenditure; this is to be expected since it will not be

necessary to fill the gas tank on every trip. (Parenthetically,

the lack of a perfect correlation between gas expense and

distance, even when disaggregated by mode type, may be explained

in part by the random distribution of gasoline in the car at the

start of a trip, tank size, and the vehicle's mile/gallon

efficiency.) Excluding zero expenditure observations for drivers

results in little change in the average gas cost per mile. By

contrast, 30 to 50% of riders report zero gas expenditure. When

there are only two people per vehicle, 70 % of the riders report

paying some gasoline cost. This drops to 50% to 60% of riders

reporting some gas expenditure with more passengers.

Interestingly, when zero expenditures are excluded, the average
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gas cost reported by riders is very similar to that reported by

drivers (around 11 cents per mile, Table B-3) and does not vary

significantly across the number of passengers. In short, about

half the time riders report paying gas costs, and when they do

pay on average they pay for all the gas

.

Given the consistency of the disaggregated reported average

gasoline costs with actual gas costs and vehicle efficiency, it

would appear that the reported costs are valid. However, the sum

of rider and driver gas expenditure clearly exceeds actual

vehicle costs. It may be that drivers typically actually pay for

the gasoline, and are later reimbursed in many cases by riders.

Drivers appear to be reporting their gross gasoline expenditure,

rather than expenditure net of reimbursement by riders. It might

be argued that all we know about perceived costs are reported

costs. Drivers may be making trip choices based on gross

expenditure, since rider contributions are not certain but

generally offered after the fact as a courtesy. The more

conservative approach would be to limit gasoline expenditure to

net out of pocket costs. This is easily done by only including

driver gasoline expenditures in total trip costs, and setting all

rider gas expenditure at zero.

Variable Transportation Costs

Variable trip costs were estimated by regressing total

expenditure on distance. Three alternative definitions of total

trip expenditure were used: TOTLCSTl (sum of reported

transportation, lodging, restaurant and store-bought food,

tackle, guiding fees and other); T0TLCST2 (same as 1 but
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substituting gasoline cost for transportation cost); and T0TLCST3

(same as 2 but counting only driver gasoline expenditures). For

the full sample of 1248 observations, the respective coefficients

on distance were 27.6, 24.5 and 22.4 cents per mile (Table B-4).

The cents per mile variable cost estimates are not extremely

sensitive to the different definitions of total cost. A

conservative estimate of monetary transportation costs would be

to use the 22.4 cents per mile. It may be noted that a large

share of the variation in total costs was explained by distance

in this simple model, with the coefficient of determination

(adjusted R square) varying from .47 to .54. Fixed trip costs

(intercept) were 12 to 15 dollars. Distance dependent total

costs (based on a sample average of about 260 miles round trip)

averaged around 70 dollars or about 85% of total costs.

The sample was also disaggregated by residents and

nonresidents as a partial test of whether variable travel costs

were relatively homogeneous across zones. In fact, variable

travel costs were very similar between the two samples (Table B-

4). For example, using the T0TLCST3 definition of trip

expenditures, the coefficients are 20.7 and 20.5 cents per mile

for residents and nonresidents respectively. However, the fixed

trip costs (intercept) vary considerably: 64 dollars for

nonresidents and 11 for residents.

Several travel cost on distance regressions were also tried

that included the number of people per vehicle. This variable

was not significant.
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Opportunity Cost of Time Estimate

Average Willingness to Pay

As described previously, a sample of individuals holding

Montana fishing licenses was asked how much they would pay to

shorten their reported travel time by one-half (Appendix A) .

Average willingness to pay (dollars per hour) for each fisherman

was calculated by dividing the reported amount by one-half

reported travel time. The mean willingness to pay for the entire

sample (1166 observations) was 11.50 per hour. However, the

sample median is zero since over 80% were reportedly willing to

pay nothing to reduce travel time. The mean of 11.50 results

from a skewed distribution that includes some implausibly high

values. As an example, there were 152 observations (13% of the

seunple) where the average willingness to pay per hour exceeded

the reported household wage rate. The mean of this subsample was

$83.07 per hour (Table B-5). When these high values are

excluded, the mean drops to $.77 (based on 1014 observations).

While the majority of responses indicated zero opportunity

cost of travel, the nonzero responses appear to be logically

related to residence, income, and whether or not the trip was

judged to be "enjoyable" (Appendix A) . For example, nonresidents

were almost three times as likely to be willing to pay some

amount to reduce travel time as residents: 44% of nonresidents

were willing to pay versus 18% of residents. Most anglers

reported enjoying their travel (over 90%) . However, those who

reported not enjoying their travel were about twice as likely to

be willing to pay as those who did not. For non-residents 71% of

those who did not enjoy the travel were willing to pay. Compared
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to the entire sample, the subgroup who were willing to pay

something (but less than the reported household wage) had much

higher mean household income ($38,716 versus $28,239) and

reported significantly higher one-way travel time (7.2 hours

versus 2.8).

Regression Analysis

The relationship between the amount fishermen were willing

to pay and explanatory variables was estimated using the

following model:

( SHORTENi ) =Bo+Bl ( HHTIMi ) +B2 ( RTDISTi ) +B3 ( SINCOMEi

)

+Ei

where

:

SHORTENi = amount angler i would pay to reduce travel time

HHTIMi= one half reported travel time

RTDISTi= round trip distance in miles

SINCOMEi= mean of reported income interval

and Bj are parameters to be estimated and Ei is an error tenn.

The coefficient on the travel time variable in this model

(Bl) can be interpreted as an estimate of the opportunity cost of

travel in dollars per hour, corrected for the independent effects

of income and distance. The hypothesis is that the amount

fishermen are willing to pay to reduce travel time is positively

related to hours traveled, income, and distance. The model was

estimated with an OLS stepwise regression package. The basic

finding is that the opportunity cost of travel is relatively

stable across subsamples at around $2.00 to $3.00 per hour (Table

B-6) .

For the entire sample, the estimate is $2.30. The result
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for the subsample with average willingness to pay less than the

reported household wage is quite similar, $2.06. The result for

the small subgroup with positive amount (but less than household

wage) is $2.81. In all cases, all three variables were

significant and had the expected signs. Not surprisingly, there

is some multicollinearity between distance and travel time (with

simple correlations of around .6 to .7). While the estimated

correlations should be unbiased, the standard errors of the

regression parameter may tend to be high. In fact, the 95%

confidence interval on Bl for the full sample is $.05 to $4.55

and for the small subsample of positive amounts only is $1.14 to

$4.47 (Table B-6). It might be argued that the estimate should

be restricted to the subsample of fishermen with average

willingness to pay less than the household wage rate. This

clearly results in the most conservative estimate ($2.06) and

this estimate also has a much lower standard error and 95%

correspondingly smaller confidence interval ($1.49 to $2.63).

Taking $2.06 as our estimate of the opportunity cost of time

(and assuming 45 miles/hour travel speed) results in a 4.6 cents

per mile time cost parameter. This estimate is a little over

half that derived using the Water Resources Council method and

implies an opportunity cost of time that is about one-fifth of

the household wage rate. The sum of time and transportation

costs for both methods (12.6 cents and 27.0 cents) is derived in

Table B-7.

The linear formulation of the regression model above

reflected the assumption that the opportunity cost of travel is

constant across zones. This assumption was tested with several
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alternative specifications. When the natural log of hours of

travel was included as an independent variable in place of hours,

it was not found to be significantly correlated to the amount

anglers would pay. This finding supports the hypothesis of

constant time costs. When a squared hours term was included, it

was significant in all cases. However, hours of travel and

squared hours are highly multicollinear (correlation of over .80

in all samples) and the HHRTIM variable became insignificant in

two cases and negative in another. It appears that the

assumption of constant time costs is a reasonable one.

Conclusions

This analysis suggests that the travel expenditures reported

are on an individual basis (accordingly it is not appropriate to

divide by the number of people per vehicle). Transportation

expenditures are almost identical to reported gasoline

expenditures. Perceived vehicle travel costs appear to be

limited to out of pocket expense for gasoline, and exclude wear

and tear. The analysis of rider and driver cost sharing

indicated that drivers are reporting gross expenditure and not

netting out rider contributions. Driver gasoline expenditures

appear to be consistent with independent estimates of actual

gasoline costs and vehicle efficiency. A conservative estimate

of total trip expenditures includes only driver reported gasoline

expenditure (excludes riders' reported gas costs). Based on the

latter, variable trip costs are 22.6 cents per mile per

individual. Based on a disaggregation of resident and

nonresident trips, variable travel costs appear to be homogeneous
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across zones. The opportunity cost of recreational travel time

based on willingness to pay survey data is estimated at one-fifth

the wage rate or somewhat less than the lower range of the values

derived from studies of urban commuters. The two alternative

levels of travel cost per mile for this study are 12.6 cents

based on the Water Resource Council method and 27 cents based on

our sample of Montana fishermen.
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Table B-1. Summary of angler expenditure variables.

Dollars Per Trip
Variable homi

Transportation 28.24

Lodging Fees 13.06

Food-Restaurant 13.08

Food-Stores 25.18

Tackle 6.55

Guide 1.63

Other 3.86

Total Cost 91.59

Avg. Cost (per mile round trip) 35.5

Round trip distance 257.9

Note: Total observations - 1343
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Table B-2. Allocation of gasoline costs and total trip costs
among drivers and riders •'•.

Variable- Rider or
Driver

Number of People per Vehicle
J^ 2 3 4_

AGASCTM Driver .097' .105 110 120

( .006)
n=102

(.004)
n=304

( .005)
n=128

{ .008)
n=90

Rider .075
(.005)
n=178

.056
( .007)
n=107

.068
( .008)
n=96

AVTLCST Driver .236 .300 .365 .457
(.029) (.014) (.030) (.036)
n=102 n=304 n=128 n=90

Rider .239 .271 .338
(.016) (.031) (.034)
n=178 n=107 n=96

ANGCST Driver .139
( .027)
n=102

.195
( .013)
n=304

.255
( .029)
n=128

.337
( .034)
n=90

Rider .164
(.014)
n=178

.215
( .029)
n=107

.270
( .031)
n=96

Notes

:

2

3

Excluding outliers: AGASCTM is less than .30 and
ATLCST is less than 2.00 or exclude about 6% of
sample.

Means, with standard error in parenthesis and n
indicating sample size.

Variable definitions; AGASCTM = Average gasoline
cost in dollars per mile.

AVTLCST = Total trip costs
(gas, food, lodging, guiding
fees, tackle) ($/mile)

ANGCST - Average non-gas
total costs
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Table B-3. Comparison of average gas cost per mile for riders
and drivers

.

No. of People Driver Rider
per Vehicle Mean % zero non-zero Mean % zero non-zero

mean mean

1 .097 8 .105
(102)* (94)

2 .105 5 .111 .075 30
(304) (288) (178)

3 .110 5 .116 .056 51
(128) (121) (107)

4 .120 4 .131 .068 42
(94) (86) (96)
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Table B-4. Total cost regressed on distance.

Dependent Var _a^ ^^
Complete Sample
TOTLCSTl 12.151 .276 .542

(2.893) (38.408)
95%: .261-. 290

residual
di

1247

T0TLCST2 16.847 .245
(4.236) (36.137)

95%: .232-. 259

.511 1247

T0TLCST3 13.453 .224
(3.406) (33.257)

95%: .211-. 238

.470 1247

Rgsidgntg
TOTLCSTl 11.619

(3.909)
.251

(19.013)
95%: .225-. 276

.251 1074

T0TLCST2 11.545
(3.938)

.239
(18.41)

95%: .214-. 265

.239 1074

T0TLCST3 10.93
(3.761)

.207
(16.088)

95%: .182-. 232

.193 1074

Nonresidents
TOTLCSTl 51.96

(1.668)
.261

(12.316)
95%: .219-. 303

,467 171

T0TLCST2 81.353
(2.831)

.219
(14.201)

95%: .180-. 258

.420 171

T0TLCST3 63.66
(2.215)

.205
(10.479)

95%: .166-. 244

.388 171

Notes: t-statistic in parenthesis. 95% is 95% confidence
interval on the slope coefficient. "Residual df" is residual
degrees of freedom.

Definition of Variables: TOTLCSTl^ Sum of reported expenditures
for transportation, lodging, restaurant and store-bought
food, tackle, guide fees and other.

T0TLCST2= Same as 1 but substituting gasoline expenditure for
transportation

.

T0TLCST3= Same as 2 but including only driver gasoline expd.
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Table B-5. Average willingness to pay to shorten
travel time (dollars/hour )

.

Statistic
WTP equals zero

Mean std. error Median n n %

aT) WTPSHORT is less than HHWAGE

.773 .103 0.0 1014 940 93

B.) WTPSHORT is greater than and
less than HHWAGE

10.591 .779 10.0 74 -

C
.

) WTPSHORT is greater than HHWAGE

83.07 35.60 29.29 152

Where WTPSHORT = amount willing to pay to shorten travel time
(dollars/hour)

HHWAGE = household wage rate.
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Table B-6. Regression results of willingness to pay to reduce
travel time.



Table B-7. Travel cost parameters (cents per mile)

Transportation Opportunity Cost Sam
CQgt Qt Timg

Water Resources
Council Method 5.6 7.0 12.6

Montana Sample 22.4 4.6 27.0
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APPENDIX C

Stream Benefit Estimates Using Predicted Trips

As noted in the text, lake benefit estimates are based on

use of a predicted intercept while stream estimates are based on

an actual trip intercept (Gum and Martin method) . In order to

provide a more direct comparison to the lake estimates, stream

estimates based on a predicted intercept are reported in this

appendix

.

Table C-1 presents values per day and trip by site for the

standard cost approach using predicted trips as the intercept.

The overall site average per trip is $62.27 which is slightly

higher (about 15%) than the estimate based on actual trips

($53.08, Table 7). Being based on actual trips, the site

specific values in Table 7 may be more reliable. The estimates

for some sites differ considerably across the two methods. For

example in Table C-1 (predicted intercept approach) , the Upper

Yellowstone and Middle Yellowstone are valued about the same at

$14.56 and $14.88 per trip respectively. This is about the same

as the value placed on trips to the Milk River ($16.87). Based

on relative quality of the fishery (and ignoring location), one

would expect the Upper Yellowstone to be valued more highly.

When actual trips are used as the intercept (Table C-1), the

Upper Yellowstone jumps to $107.50 per trip and the Middle

Yellowstone to $29.35. By comparison, the Milk River drops to

$10.57. Site specific values are clearly quite sensitive to

using predicted intercept versus the Gum and Martin approach. It

appears that site values based on the latter may be more

reliable. The differences across sites are discussed in greater
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detail in the previously referenced sensitivity analysis

technical paper. As noted previously, the comparative analysis

of TCM and CVM approachs on Duf field and Allen (1987) appears to

provide evidence that for streams, the Gum and Martin approach is

more reliable.

Table C-2 provides values per trip by site for reported

costs. Total recreational values by site based on the predicted

trips approach are provided in Tables C-3 and C-4. The aggregate

estimates are slightly higher than the corresponding estimates in

Tables 9 and 10 (based on actual trips).
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Table C-1. Montana streams net economic value per trip, equation
without site attribute data (standard cost).

RIVER



Table C-2. Montana streams net economic value per trip, equation
without site attribute data (reported cost).
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Table C-3. Montana
(standard cost)

.

streams, total recreational value by site
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Table C-4 . Montana streams, total recreational value by site
(reported cost).
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